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Abstract

As the Internet makes the transition from research testbed to commercial enter-

prise, the topic of pricing in computer networks has suddenly attracted great attention.

Much of the discussion in the network design community and the popular press centers

on the usage-based vs. at pricing debate. The more academic literature has largely fo-

cused on devising optimal pricing policies; achieving optimal welfare requires charging

marginal congestion costs for usage. In this paper we critique this optimality paradigm

on three grounds: (1) marginal cost prices may not produce su�cient revenue to fully

recover costs and so are perhaps of limited relevance, (2) congestion costs are inher-

ently inaccessible to the network and so cannot reliably form the basis for pricing,

and (3) there are other, more structural, goals besides optimality, and some of these

goals are incompatible with the global uniformity required for optimal pricing schemes.

For these reasons, we contend that the research agenda on pricing in computer net-

work should shift away from the optimality paradigm and focus more on structural

and architectural issues. Such issues include allowing local control of pricing policies,

fostering interconnection, handling multicast appropriately, and allowing receivers to

pay for transmission. To illustrate our point, we describe how these goals might be

accomplished in the context of a di�erent pricing paradigm: edge pricing. In addition,

we argue that in the context of this edge pricing paradigm, usage-based pricing and at

pricing are not radically di�erent but instead both reside along the single continuum

of usage-constraining pricing policies.

This research was supported in part by the Advanced Research Projects Agency, monitored by Fort

Huachuca under contracts DABT63-94-C-0073 (SS), DABT63-94-C-0072 (DC), and DABT63-91-C-0001

(DE,SH). The views expressed here do not reect the position or policy of the U.S. government.
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1 Introduction

In a few short years, the Internet has made a dramatic transformation from nerdy enigma to

trendy hangout. With its millions of users and diverse application o�erings, the Internet is

now seen by many pundits as the archetype of the future global information infrastructure.

Because of its heavily subsidized origins, commercialization has come late to the Internet. As

the Internet confronts this belated and somewhat awkward transition from research testbed

to commercial enterprise, there has been much recent discussion about the role of pricing

in computer networks. Numerous workshops and conferences have been held on the topic

in both the academic community and the network design community; the popular press has

also seized upon the issue as one of broad interest (see, for instance, [44, 31]).

In the popular press and in the network design community, the agenda has been dom-

inated by debates over whether to move from the present system of charges based on the

speed of the access line (so-called \at pricing") to basing charges on actual usage. Some

contend that usage-based pricing is unnecessary, and would have disastrous consequences for

the Internet. Others argue that moving away from at pricing towards usage-based pricing is

essential for the Internet's e�ciency, and therefore is the key to its future economic viability.

Unfortunately, little has been clari�ed by this heated debate except the depth of the partic-

ipants' convictions. We hope to demonstrate in this paper that usage-based charging and

at-pricing are really two ends of a single continuum, so the di�erence between them is not

one of fundamental principle but merely of degree, and that hybrids of the two approaches

will likely be commonly used in the future.

The academic discussion of pricing in computer networks has concentrated on a rather

di�erent issue. This literature typically assumes the necessity of usage-based pricing and

focuses on achieving optimal e�ciency { maximal welfare { in certain simpli�ed models using

usage-based pricing schemes. The satisfaction a network user derives from her network access

depends on the nature of the application being used and the quality of service received from

the network (in terms of bandwidth, delay, packet drops, etc.); the network's resources are

used most e�ciently if they maximize the total user satisfaction of the user community. To

achieve optimal e�ciency, usage-based charges must equal the marginal cost of usage. Since

the physical transmission of packets is essentially free, the marginal usage cost is almost

exclusively a congestion cost; congestion costs are the performance penalties that one user's

tra�c imposes on other users. This optimality paradigm dominates the research agenda;

much of the literature discusses pricing schemes based on computations of these marginal

congestion costs.

The main purpose of this paper is to advocate shifting the research agenda away from

the reigning optimality paradigm and towards a more architectural focus. We will use the

phrase pricing architecture to refer to those components of the pricing scheme that are

independent of the particular local pricing decisions and reect nonlocal concerns, such as

how receivers rather than senders can be charged for usage and how to appropriately charge

multicast transmissions. These architectural issues, rather than the detailed calculation of

marginal congestion costs, should form the core of the research agenda. To motivate this

shift in research emphasis, we discuss both the economic issues and also the mechanistic

design issues central to computer network pricing. Our treatment of these issues is designed

to be accessible to both the network design community and the economic community, with
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the intention of providing some common context for these two communities and thereby

increasing the opportunity for dialogue.

Our paper has three distinct parts. The �rst part, in Section 2, critiques the optimality

paradigm.1 We �rst contend that usage charges may, and perhaps should, exceed marginal

congestion costs. Moreover, we argue that these marginal costs are inherently inaccessible

and so the quixotic pursuit of their precise computation should not dominate the research

agenda. The second part, in Section 3, presents a rather di�erent paradigm for network

pricing: edge pricing. This term refers to where the charges are assessed rather than their

form (e.g., usage-based or not) or their relationship to congestion (e.g., marginal congestion

costs or not). This emphasis reects our belief that architectural issues are more important

than the detailed nature of the charges themselves. The third portion of the note, in Section

4, describes two fundamental architectural issues and some preliminary design approaches.

We conclude in Section 5 with a brief summary. Because much of our discussion requires

some familiarity with network mechanisms, in Appendix A we present an extremely short

overview of the relevant material.

2 A Critique of the Optimality Paradigm

The optimality paradigm may have particular relevance for isolated settings in which the

network provider's goal is to maximize welfare, such as in a nonpro�t research network or

an internal corporate network. In this paper, however, we are addressing the role of pricing

in a commercially competitive environment. The current Internet service provision market

has multiple independent service providers (ISPs), and competition appears to be increasing

rapidly. We claim that the optimality paradigm is not an adequate foundation for pricing

in such a competitive setting.

The optimality paradigm places a special focus on marginal congestion costs. Our critique

is posed in the form of three questions:

� Are marginal congestion costs relevant?

� Are marginal congestion costs accessible?

� Is optimality the only goal?

2.1 Are Marginal Congestion Costs Relevant?

It is a standard result that the overall welfare (the sum of provider pro�t and consumer

surplus) is only maximized when prices are set equal to marginal cost, where these marginal

costs take into account all externalities. In computer networks, these externalities include

both congestion e�ects, where one user's use imposes a performance penalty on other users,

and also connectivity e�ects, where a user bene�ts from other users being connected to the

network.

1The authors include themselves in this critique, having adhered to this optimality paradigm in previous

publications, such as [9, 8].
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Competition between network service providers will typically drive prices to these marginal

costs. If the marginal cost prices are su�cient to recover the facility costs of building and

operating the network infrastructure, then these marginal cost prices are a stable competi-

tive equilibrium2, and so computing marginal congestion costs would be central to network

pricing schemes. But it is doubtful that such marginal cost prices will recover the full facility

costs of computer networks. Within the context of the congestible resource model studied in

[29], marginal costs only cover the cost of the facilities priced at marginal expansion cost (i.e.,

the total congestion costs are equal to the product of the total capacity times the marginal

cost of capacity). If the facility costs are a sublinear function of capacity (i.e., f(x) > f 0(x)x

for x > 0) then facility costs will not be fully recovered by marginal cost pricing (see also

[43, 33]). While the cost structure of networks is in ux as technologies rapidly evolve, it

seems clear a large portion of the facility costs arises from the �xed (i.e., not related to

capacity) costs of deploying the physical infrastructure. Consequently, we assume in this

paper that while marginal congestion costs may be nontrivial, they will be much less than

the total facility cost of providing network service.

In such cases, there is no stable competitive equilibrium (see [17, 41] for a more thorough

discussion of this point); any stable situation must have some prices that exceed the asso-

ciated marginal costs. What guides the setting of prices in such a situation? While there

are few general results applicable here, one could argue that the resulting prices of each

�rm will satisfy the Ramsey condition of maximizing the consumer surplus while still fully

recovering costs (because otherwise competing �rms would enter and lure customers away

by o�ering more surplus). Thus, in raising prices to increase additional revenue, network

service providers will do so in a manner that retains, to the greatest extent possible, the

maximality of welfare (since maximizing welfare at a �xed level of pro�t is equivalent to

maximizing consumer surplus at a �xed level of pro�t).

It is useful, in the following discussion, to arti�cially break the pricing structure into two

distinct pieces.3 One component of network charges is the attachment fee; this is the fee

charged for gaining access to the network and is independent of any actual or potential usage.

The other component is what we will call a usage-constraining fee. There are marginal costs

associated with both attachment and usage, and welfare is optimized when they are set equal

to their respective marginal costs. If all users derived signi�cant bene�t from their network

connection, the Ramsey pricing scheme would be to raise attachment fees but keep usage

fees at the marginal cost levels, thereby retaining the optimal usage behavior and merely

recouping additional revenue from attachment. This is the argument most commonly used

to motivate the continued use of marginal congestion pricing in cases where marginal prices

by themselves do not fully cover costs.4

2We use the term stable only to mean that the revenues cover costs; we do not use the term to refer to

any other dynamical properties of the equilibrium.
3We ignore nonlinear pricing policies here in order to simplify the discussion.
4We should make clear that we are assuming that network providers are not also controlling, or directly

pro�ting from, the content delivered over their networks. However, in bundled networks such as cable TV,

where the application and the network transport are sold as a single unit, there are many more opportunities

to recover costs. Pro�ts on content and revenue from advertising [10] are important aspects of pricing in

bundled networks. We do not consider such bundled networks in this paper, and restrict ourselves to the

analysis of pricing pure Internet access without bundled services. The nature of the ISP market is still very

much in ux, and there may be other sources of revenue in the future, such as renting space on provider-
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Unfortunately, the assumption of uniformly large bene�t from network access does not

appear to apply to current computer networks. The low rates of penetration of Internet

connectivity, and the high rate of churn in subscriptions to online services such as AOL and

CompuServe, suggests that in addition to the many users that derive great value from their

network connection, there are probably also many other users whose valuation of network

connectivity is marginal, and who would disconnect if attachment fees were raised.5 Thus, we

expect that both usage and attachment prices will a�ect welfare, and there will be a unique

price point that produces a positive optimal welfare. Assuming smoothness throughout,

deviating from the optimal pricing point produces welfare changes that are second-order in

the price deviations. The matrix of second derivatives will depend in detail on the individual

utility functions and there is little reason to expect that, in general, consumer surplus is

maximized when only attachment fees are raised.

In addition, the Ramsey pricing scheme could be di�erent for di�erent subpopulations of

users. For instance, low-volume users who derive very little bene�t from being connected to

the network would more likely absorb an increase in usage charges without detaching from the

network. This is consistent with what we observe; some commercial Internet providers charge

based on volume to attract low-volume, marginal bene�t users who might not otherwise

purchase access. In contrast, most large institutions, which typically derive great value from

their network connection, pay substantially for the attachment. The traditional and cellular

telephony markets also display extensive second-degree price discrimination (i.e., nonlinear

pricing schemes where the per-unit price depends on the quantity purchased); there are many

di�erent pricing plans, some with lower attachment charges and higher usage charges, and

others with the reverse. We expect a similar use of second-degree price discrimination to

increase revenue in computer networks.

There are other considerations that suggest that usage charges must remain at signi�cant

levels, even if congestion is extremely low (and so marginal congestion costs are extremely

low). Assume that an entering network service provider can steal away a subpopulation of

users from their current service provider if the entrant can supply this subpopulation with

su�cient bandwidth to satisfy their needs at a cost less than the total fee being charged by

the current provider.6 Then we must impose a \core" condition on the pricing structure,

mandating that no subset of users can be charged more than the cost of providing that subset

service. If one believes that bandwidth is responsible for any signi�cant portion of the cost

of networks, then usage charges must be used to satisfy this core condition. Usage charges

are needed to price discriminate between low-volume and high-volume users; otherwise, a

competing network provider would steal all the low volume users away by o�ering a network

provisioned at much lower levels with much lower prices. Thus, this core criterion requires

supplied web-servers, that may complicate the rather simpli�ed case we are analyzing.
5It is possible that, in the grand and glorious future, the GII will have a single Internet-like network

infrastructure and all households have a single network connection that carries their telephony, television,

and data tra�c. At that point, it may well be true that essentially all users have high valuation of their

network connection and raising attachment fees is the appropriate way to raise revenue. However, we are

a long way from this utopian vision, and we should design our current network pricing policies to �t the

present situation.
6This assumes seamless interconnection, so switching providers does not a�ect connectivity. Otherwise,

the decision to switch providers involves many other factors besides cost.
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that users who regularly consume (or who plan to consume) signi�cantly less bandwidth

be charged less, with the di�erence reecting the percentage of cost due to bandwidth. Of

course, if bandwidth is relatively cheap (i.e., is a very minor portion of the network cost)

then this \core" argument has little bite.

2.2 Are Marginal Congestion Costs Accessible?

When prices are required to fully recover costs, we think there is little reason to expect usage

prices will equal the marginal congestion costs. We now put that conclusion aside and ask: if

we nevertheless attempted to set prices to these marginal congestion costs, could we actually

do so? It turns out that computing these congestion costs is quite di�cult.

The relationship between what happens to a packet traversing a network and the resulting

change in a user's utility is extremely complicated. When we look at the fate of a single

packet, congestion can cause it to be delayed or dropped. Some applications are very sensitive

to this extra delay (or being dropped), and others are not. Pricing schemes seeking to

achieve optimal e�ciency must take these di�erent delay and drop sensitivities into account.

While in simple theoretical models it is convenient to use the abstraction that a user's

utility is a function of, say, average bandwidth and delay (as in [38]), the real world is

signi�cantly more complicated; see the discussion in [7] about the properties of best-e�ort

tra�c. Unfortunately, we have little beyond these simple theoretical models to guide us.

Moreover, most applications involve a sequence of packets, and the e�ect on utility due to

the dropping or delay on one individual packet depends on the treatment given the rest of the

packets. For instance, the performance of a �le transfer depends on the time the last packet

is delivered; for large �les this transfer time depends almost exclusively on the throughput

rate and not on the individual packet delays (see [7] for a more thorough discussion of this

point). It is extremely di�cult, if not impossible, for the network to infer the e�ect on

the transfer time arising from delaying any of the individual packets, especially since the

transfer time is also a function of the user's congestion control algorithm. To make matters

even worse, often an entire suite of applications is used simultaneously, and then the user's

utility depends on the relationship between the delays of the various tra�c streams (e.g., a

teleconference may involve an audio tool, a video tool, and a shared drawing tool).

Our understanding of this relationship between handling of individual packets and the

overall utility is rather primitive, and the relationship changes rapidly with technology (e.g.,

advances in congestion control could greatly decrease the sensitivity to randomly dropped

packets). An important aspect of the problem is that the Internet architecture is based on

the network layer not knowing the properties of the applications implemented above it. If

we believe that network service providers will sell raw IP connectivity (i.e., they just provide

access at the IP level, and do not interpose any application-level gateways), then they have

to price based solely on the information available at the IP level, and this greatly restricts

the extent to which they can adjust prices to �t the particular applications being used. See

[28] for a discussion of the implications of this layering for content provision.

There have been many pricing proposals in the recent literature and we do not attempt

to review them all here; see [2, 3, 14, 25, 24, 23, 21, 27, 32, 34, 35, 37, 36, 42, 18, 45] for

a few representative samples. The most ambitious pricing proposal for best-e�ort tra�c

is the \smart-market" proposal of MacKie-Mason and Varian described in [29] (see also
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([27, 26]). In this scheme, each packet carries a \bid" in the packet header; packets are given

service at each router if their bids exceed some threshold, and each served packet is charged

this threshold price regardless of the packet's bid. This threshold is chosen to be a market

clearing price, ensuring the network is fully utilized. The threshold price can be thought of

as the highest rejected bid; having the packets pay this price is akin to having them pay

the congestion cost of denying service to the rejected packet. The key to this proposal is

incentive compatibility; users will put their true valuation in the packet since, as in standard

second-price auctions, it only a�ects whether they get service but not how much they pay.

By putting their true valuation of service in the packet header, users will get service if and

only if it costs them less than their valuation of the service.7

This proposal has stimulated much discussion and has signi�cantly increased the Internet

community's understanding of economic mechanisms in networks. However, there are several

problems with this proposal that prevent it from achieving true optimality. First, the most

fundamental problem is that submitting a losing bid will typically lead to some unknown

amount of delay (since the packet will be retransmitted at a later time), rather than truly

not ever receiving service, so the \bid" must reect how much utility loss this delay would

produce rather than the valuation of service itself; thus, accurate bids cannot be submitted

without precisely knowing the delay associated with each bid level, and neither the network

nor the user knows this delay. Second, there are complications when the packet traverses

several hops on its way to its destination. The valuation is an end-to-end quantity (the

user only cares about the packet reaching its �nal destination and does not care about any

partial progress), yet the valuation is used on a hop-by-hop manner to determine access at

each hop; one would have to extend the bidding mechanism to evaluate the entire path at

once, and this entails a distributed multiple good auction of daunting complexity.8 Third,

the bid is on a per-packet basis, yet many applications involve sequences of packets. It is

impossible to independently set the valuation of a single packet in a �le transfer, when the

true valuation is for the set of packets.

Wang et al. [45] have proposed a pricing scheme for ows making network reservations

(i.e., asking for a quality of service that entails admission control and some assured service

level) where prices optimize a given objective function. Gupta et al. [18] adopt a similar

approach for a best-e�ort network with priorities. As in any conventional economic setting,

the optimality of the pricing scheme depends on knowing the demand function. In settings

where the supply and delivery are not time critical, such demand functions can be estimated

over long periods of time. However, in computer networks, a user's utility depends on

the delay in meeting her service request, and so one cannot merely consider the long term

average demand but must also respond to instantaneous uctuations when setting prices.

In addition, the problem of denial of service leading to some delay, rather than an eternal

denial of service, makes the valuations of the ows not directly related to congestion costs.

Consequently, determining optimality in the presence of uctuating demand is extremely

di�cult.

7As an aside, note that the pricing scheme is embedded within the architecture in this proposal. The

bids are translated into the prices charged.
8If one believes that the major source of congestion is at the edge of the network, then one could only

apply the smart market at the edge points. This removes the end-to-end versus per-hop problem, and could

be used in our edge pricing scheme as the method of charging. See the discussion in Section 3.3.
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We contend that the failure of these mechanisms to achieve true optimality is not a

failure of imagination, but rather evidence that the task is beyond the scope of any practical

algorithm. The keys to e�ciency { knowing the service degradation that will result from a

particular network action (i.e., how much delay and/or loss), and knowing the user's utility

loss as a result of this service degradation { are fundamentally unknowable.

This is not to imply that usage pricing schemes are of little utility. When compared to

a situation with no usage-constraining charges, usage charges greatly increase the e�ciency

of the network. Simulations and calculations in [27, 19, 30] have clearly demonstrated the

signi�cant advantages usage pricing has over free entry. Our point is merely that such pricing

schemes do not achieve true optimality, and that the signi�cant e�ciency gains demonstrated

could probably also be achieved with explicitly suboptimal schemes.

2.3 Is Optimality the Only Goal?

We argued in the previous section that marginal congestion costs are inherently inaccessible.

This critique applies equally to attempts to compute the optimal Ramsey prices. However,

since price deviations away from these optimal points typically produce only second-order

deviations in the total welfare, perhaps such deviations are not of much concern. Moreover,

in the pursuit of optimality in simpli�ed models, some more basic structural issues have been

somewhat neglected. In this section we identify some of these structural issues and urge that

they be given signi�cant attention in the design of pricing policies.

Pricing policies should be compatible with the structure of modern networking applica-

tions. One of the recent developments in the Internet is the increasingly widespread use

of multicast, in which a packet is delivered to a set of receivers, rather than just a single

receiver. By sending packets down a distribution tree, and replicating packets only at the

tree's branch points, multicast greatly reduces the load on the network. Therefore, it is

crucial that pricing give the proper incentives to use multicast where appropriate.

Another important aspect of network applications is that the bene�t of network usage

sometimes lies with the sender of the tra�c, and sometimes with the receiver(s). Pricing

mechanisms should be exible enough to allow the charges to be assessed to either, or some

combination of both, endpoints. This is a very important goal in computer networks; the

ability to charge receivers would facilitate the free and unfettered dissemination of informa-

tion in the Internet, since the providers of such information would not have to pay the cost

of transport. Note that this goal is not achieved by the at pricing approach; currently the

source's access charge is paid for exclusively by the host institution. This has not yet caused

a problem on the Internet, since the elastic and adaptable data applications can easily adjust

to overloaded conditions. However, when real-time applications, and other applications that

adapt less well to congestion, are in widespread use the pinch at the source's access point

will be felt more acutely.9

9The ability to assign charges to the receiving end could, in some cases, be handled by a higher level

protocol that redistributes the basic charges determined by the network. However, there are several dis-

advantages to requiring such a higher level protocol: it requires the ability to transfer funds at a higher

level, it cannot deal with capacity-based charging (described in Section 3.3), and in the multicast case the

required information (such as the membership of the group and the network topology) may not be available

at the higher layer. Thus, we think it preferable to build the exibility of assignment into the basic charging
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Pricing policies should also be compatible with the structure of the network service

market. There are numerous independent service providers, and many of these are small

providers who merely resell connections into bigger provider networks. The interconnection

arrangements between providers are somewhat ad hoc (see [17, 41]) and changing rapidly. In-

terconnection among these networks is crucial for maximizing social welfare. Pricing schemes

should not hinder interconnection by requiring detailed agreement on pricing policies and

complicated per-ow transfers (i.e., a separate transfer for each ow) of money when car-

rying tra�c from another interconnected network. In addition, these independent service

providers should be able to make local decisions about the appropriate pricing policies. This

implies that the pricing policy should not be embedded into the network architecture. In-

stead, the network architecture should provide a exible accounting infrastructure that can

support a wide variety of locally implemented pricing schemes. For instance, there are some

contexts (such as managing an internal corporate or university network) where the goal of

pricing is merely to encourage e�cient use of the network resources. Often in these contexts

there are incentives that can be used (e.g., quotas) instead of money. While in this paper

we have focused on monetary incentives, the underlying accounting structure and pricing

architecture should allow the use of these other incentive forms if they are locally applicable.

Note that achieving optimality necessarily involves uniform implementation of a single

pricing scheme across the network; optimality involves setting prices at exactly the marginal

congestion costs and so the accounting scheme becomes a distributed computation of those

congestion costs. Thus, the optimality paradigm is fundamentally inconsistent with the need

for locality in pricing. Given that no pricing scheme has claim to being truly optimal, the

need for local control should take precedence over the desire for absolute optimality.

While true optimality is not an appropriate goal, pricing should still be used to achieve

reasonable levels of e�ciency. It is important that the underlying accounting infrastructure

allow prices to be based on some approximation of congestion costs. There is an important

distinction lurking here. It is important to allow prices to be based on some approximation

of congestion costs, but it is important to not force them to be equal to these congestion

costs. As we argued, the need for full cost recovery militates against such an assumption of

equality. Meeting any reasonable e�ciency goal, however, would likely require that prices

depend on such congestion costs.

Rather than start with mechanisms designed to precisely calculate marginal congestion

costs, we might �rst ask: what are the absolutely minimal requirements for providing some

estimate of congestion costs? One minimal requirement is that pricing should encourage

the appropriate use of quality of service (QoS) signals (by this we mean the signals sent by

applications to the network requesting a particular quality of service; see Appendix A). This

is crucial for making the new QoS-rich network designs e�ective, and would enable them to

achieve signi�cant increases in network e�ciency. An additional requirement is that pricing

should discourage network usage during times of congestion, but not discourage it during

relatively uncongested times. Our basic point is that perhaps these minimal requirements

are su�cient to achieve reasonable approximations, and that attempts to more accurately

calculate Ramsey prices are of little (indeed second-order) value and distract us from the

more important but often overlooked structural concerns.

mechanism itself.
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3 A New Pricing Paradigm: Edge Pricing

After having critiqued the reigning optimality paradigm, we now present a very di�erent

pricing paradigm: edge pricing. We motivate the edge pricing paradigm by describing a

series of approximations to true congestion costs.

3.1 Approximating Congestion Costs

Computing the true congestion costs requires that you can compute other users' loss in

utility due to one user's use. This requires knowledge not only of the utility of users, which

in the Internet architecture is fundamentally unknowable, but also knowledge of the current

congestion conditions along the entire path. Such detailed knowledge entails a sophisticated

accounting scheme that transcends administrative boundaries by following the entire path.

Having already concluded that our estimates of utility loss are extremely rough estimates, can

we also replace the knowledge of current congestion conditions along the entire path with a

reasonable, but more easily accessible, estimate? Consider the following two approximations.

The �rst approximation is to replace the current congestion conditions by the expected

congestion conditions. This is essentially QoS-sensitive time-of-day pricing. The time-of-

day dependence builds in expectations about the current congestion conditions. The QoS

dependence reects the fact that the e�ect one ow's packets have on another ow's pack-

ets depends on the respective service classes of the ows; packets in higher quality service

classes impose more delay on other packets than do packets in lower quality classes. This

approximation of QoS-sensitive time-of-day pricing has the problem that it does not reect

any instantaneous uctuations in tra�c levels; packets sent during a lull in the network

would still be charged full price even though the actual congestion costs were quite small.

Such insensitivity to instantaneous conditions would seem to remove any incentive for users

to redistribute their load dynamically; just as in the telephone network, time-of-day pricing

encourages users to time-shift their calls to later (or earlier) hours when rates are lower,

but does not encourage them to adjust to the instantaneous conditions. (Of course, in the

telephone network there is no way for users to detect the current load.)

We claim that the inability to charge less during periods of low congestion is not a serious

problem because, in many cases, one can substitute the congestion-sensitivity of service for

the congestion-sensitivity of prices. During a lull in the network, lower quality classes give

as good service as high quality classes do during congested periods. Users who monitor the

service they are getting from the network and adjust their service request accordingly can

take advantage of this variability. The way user costs are lowered during times of reduced

network load is not that the network lowers the price of service classes but that users request

lower service classes and are charged the lower price of that class.

We refer to \users" as the entities adapting to current conditions, to distinguish this from

the network adapting, but we should note that in reality adaptation does not require signif-

icant e�ort from the human user (see [26] for a similar discussion of the role of adaptation).

Instead, adaptation routines will be highly automated and embedded within applications or

the end system's operating system. Many current network applications are already designed

to adapt to network conditions, and so relying on users to adapt to current conditions, rather

than the network, is quite consistent with current practice. In fact, this reects a basic In-
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ternet design philosophy; to the extent possible (and routing is the one place where it is

frequently less possible), the intelligence and responsibility to adapt to current conditions

should be placed on the outside of the network; the fundamental infrastructure inside the net-

work should remain fairly simple, intentionally ignorant of the applications it is supporting,

and should not try to adapt on behalf of these application. Applied to this case, this philos-

ophy argues for relatively static pricing policies with end users varying their service requests

in response to current congestion conditions. This removes from the network the respon-

sibility of accurately assessing current conditions and their likely impact on users' utilities,

and puts the onus on individual applications/users to make that assessment for themselves;

given that applications have very di�erent sensitivities to service quality, it seems preferable

to place the bulk of the variability where it can be done in the most informed way.

If expected congestion were the only approximation, then we would essentially have a

pricing scheme where prices were computed per-link based on the time-of-day and quality of

service requested. The second approximation is to replace the cost of the actual path with

the cost of the expected path, where the charge depends only on the source and destination(s)

of the ow and not on the particular route taken by the ow. From a user's perspective, they

have requested service from one point to another (at least in the unicast case); the actual

path the data takes is typically determined by the network routing algorithms (except in

the case of source routing). Having the price of the service depend on the network's decision

about routing seems an unnecessary source of price variation that makes it harder for the

user to make informed plans about network use. Moreover, when alternate paths are taken

by the network in response to congestion, the extra cost due to the congestion should not

necessarily fall only on those ows that have been redirected. Certainly in the telephone

network, the price of a telephone call does not depend on the network's choice of route.

3.2 Edge Pricing

When we combine these two approximations, the price is based on the expected congestion

along the expected path appropriate for the packet's source and destination. Therefore,

the resulting prices can determined and charges assessed locally at the access point (i.e.,

the edge of the provider's network where the user's packet enter), rather than computed

in a distributed fashion along the entire path. We will call this local scheme edge pricing.

A similar approach to pricing in computer networks has been suggested by Jacobson [22].

The prices charged at the edge, or access, point may depend on information obtained from

other parts of the network, but the entire computation of charges is performed at the access

point. In Section 4 we discuss the multicast case where the relevant information is di�cult

to obtain.

As discussed in [7], edge pricing has the attractive property that all pricing is done locally.

Interconnection here involves the network providers purchasing service from each other in

the same manner that regular users purchase service. When a user connected to provider

A's network sends a packet, it is applied to that user's bill according to whatever pricing

policy provider A has.10 If the destination of the packet is on provider B's network, then

10We use the term \bill" here only to connote that the packet is applied to the contract the user has with

provider A; as we mention below, the contracted pricing policy may very will be a at price with a limit on
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when the packet enters provider B's network the packet is charged against provider's A bill

with provider B. There are no per-ow settlement payments, in the sense that the various

providers do not redistribute the charge levied to the end user among themselves. Instead,

each provider takes full responsibility for every packet they forward; a sequence of bilateral

agreements between the adjacent service providers along the path performs the necessary

function of cost shifting. These bilateral agreements apply only to the aggregate usage by

these providers, and so greatly simplify the transfer of payments between providers.

The beauty of this is that billing structures are completely local. The exact nature of

the pricing scheme is simply a matter between the user and the service provider. Because

the decisions are local, service providers can invent ever more attractive (and complicated)

pricing schemes and can respond to user requirements in a completely exible fashion. No

uniform pricing standards need be developed since interconnection involves only bilateral

agreements that allow each provider to use their own pricing policy. Locality allows providers

to experiment with new pricing policies and gradually evolve them over time; in fact, pricing

policies will likely be one of the important competitive advantages available to providers

when competing with each other. For instance, locality allows providers to o�er specialized

pricing deals such as bulk discounts. It is hard to imagine implementing a meaningful bulk

discount when charging is done in a nonlocal per-link basis; a user's usage of any particular

link, or of any particular service provider outside of the local one, is probably quite limited,

and so such discounts are much less meaningful.

3.3 Forms of Pricing

Edge pricing describes the place at which charges are assessed, but is completely neutral

about the nature of these charges. In most of the literature, there is a sharp distinction

between usage and attachment charges; this di�erentiates the �xed (or at) portion of the

price and the variable usage-dependent portion of the price. Thus, the cost of upgrading

the speed of a user's access line is considered an attachment charge. We think this division

is somewhat misleading, since there is a natural continuum between the two.11 We instead

choose to refer to them all as usage-constraining prices.12 Per-packet charges are clearly

designed to constrain usage, but so are limits on a user's peak sending rate.

The continuum of usage-constraining charges can perhaps best be explored by de�ning

its two endpoints. At one end of the continuum, prices can be based on actual usage, in the

form of per-packet and/or per-reservation charges; this is the traditional form of usage-based

pricing. At the other end of the spectrum, users could purchase a capacity from the network

and then be allowed to use, without any additional charge, up to that capacity. One form

peak rate, in which case there is no additional charge per packet.
11The distinction between �xed and variable prices may be extremely important to individual users;

users on �xed budgets may need �xed prices, whereas users with extremely variable demand may need the

ability to only pay for usage. Our point is that this distinction, while important to individual users, is

not fundamentally important from an architectural or economic perspective. Both forms of pricing can be

assessed locally, and both constrain usage.
12In our taxonomy, attachment prices would refer only to the price of attaching to the network and not

refer at all to the speed of the access line. All other charges would be considered usage-constraining. Of

course, in nonlinear pricing schemes (or when there is a spectrum of pricing menus o�ered, as in the current

cellular telephony market) the distinction between the two is completely blurred.
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of capacity could be de�ned in terms of just a peak rate, as in the current form of at

pricing. More generally, however, this capacity is de�ned in terms of a �lter that is applied

to the tra�c. A usage �lter characterizes ows as either conforming or not-conforming to the

agreed upon capacity. Such �lters can measure the usage over di�ering time horizons, such

as controlling the long-term average rate, the short-term peak rate, and intermediate burst

durations. This capacity framework is merely a generalized version of the current at-rate

pricing schemes; the extra exibility allows pricing schemes to be more closely attuned to

user requirements. See Appendix C for a more complete explanation of such �lters. While

not essential to our discussion here, we should note that there can be several possible actions

that the service provider could take when a user exceeds her capacity; for instance, all such

packets could be mapped into the lowest service class, or dropped, or queued until the ow

is in compliance with the �lter, or merely assessed an additional per-packet fee.

The units of usage that are applied against the capacity constraints, just like per-packet

charges, can depend on many things such as time-of-day, destination, and QoS. High quality

service classes might consume twice as many units as lower quality service classes, with

similar increments for packets traveling further or over particularly congested links. Of

course, to realize the goal of allowing users to send an unlimited amount of tra�c when the

network is empty, there should be a category of absolutely lowest quality of service that is

essentially free. In fact, one could even use a \smart market" auction approach to pricing

at the access point.13

These capacity constraints allow network providers to make informed provisioning deci-

sions. Of course, provisioning decisions will also be heavily based on measurements of actual

aggregate usage, but the capacity �lter parameters give some additional input for estimates.

If there is an in�nite amount of multiplexing (i.e., each user constitutes an in�nitesimal share

of the aggregate usage) and users are uncorrelated, then provisioning need only be based

on the long-term average rates. The other capacity �lter parameters are needed to make

estimates of the magnitude of usage uctuations away from this average value.

Because the overlimit behavior (when usage exceeds the capacity) can merely be an ad-

ditional per-packet charge, there can be a continuum of pricing policies that stretch between

purely usage-based charging and purely capacity-based charging. Within the spectrum of

edge charging, the di�erence between capacity-based prices and usage-based prices is not

a fundamental architectural issue. We expect that the market will invent, over time, in-

creasingly attractive and exible hybrids of these approaches. Telephony may provide an

instructive example. Telephone companies o�er a menu of local calling plans, some usage-

based (e.g., metered service), some capacity-based (e.g., unlimited service), and some a

combination of both (e.g., a certain number of free minutes per month, plus a metered rate

for calls in excess of this number). It is likely that the same will happen in computer net-

works, with some users choosing usage-based and others choosing capacity-based charges,

and many being somewhere in between. Thus, the heated debate between advocates of

usage-based and capacity-based pricing schemes will become completely irrelevant as users

vote with their feet. Because in the edge pricing paradigm the decision between usage-based

13There may be some disadvantages with using the smart-market as the local pricing scheme (e.g., it

embeds the pricing policy in the architecture), but our point here is that it is not architecturally precluded

by the edge pricing paradigm, and so �rms are free to experiment with it.
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and capacity-based, or anywhere in between, is completely local, and we expect that network

provision will be competitive, the o�ered plans will likely reect the true needs of consumers

(and thus the architecture need not preclude one choice or the other to prevent providers

from exploiting users).

The rest of this paper is devoted to exploring the infrastructure needed to support this

edge pricing approach.

4 Architectural Issues

Edge pricing localizes the whole charging process; everything occurs at the access point. Yet,

there are two inherently nonlocal aspects of pricing: (1) charging appropriately for multicast,

and (2) the ability to charge receivers for the service.14 These nonlocal aspects pose some

fundamental architectural challenges to the edge pricing approach. We see these issues as

forming the basis of a fertile research agenda in pricing in computer networks. In this section

we discuss how the infrastructure might be designed to handle these nonlocal aspects. We

describe the problems of multicast and charging receivers separately, and then we review

some remaining open problems.

It is important to note that this design discussion is extremelypreliminary, and is intended

to be illustrative rather than de�nitive. That is, our purpose is to illustrate some of the issues

involved by engaging in a design discussion, but we freely admit that the design directions

advocated here may not, in the end, be the appropriate choices.15

4.1 Multicast

When unicast packets enter a provider's access point, the destination �eld is enough to

determine the typical path of the packet. Unicast routes uctuate occasionally, but the

normal case is that unicast routes change on rather slow time scales. Thus, fairly static tables

at the entry points can provide adequate information for pricing decisions, and it would be

relatively trivial to design the distributed algorithms needed to construct and maintain these

tables.16 If addresses encode geographic information (as in Deering's recent proposal [11]) or

14Charging receivers for service is a nonlocal problem because, in approaches with explicit willingness-to-

pay signaling, when both the source and receiver are serviced by the same provider the source's access point

must be informed that the receiver is willing to assume responsibility for the transmission. Similarly, when

the path from source to receiver traverses several di�erent provider networks, the noti�cation of receiver-

paying must be communicated to both the exit access point and the entrance access point in each network.

Other approaches can avoid this explicit nonlocal signaling by adopting some uniform standards, such as a

certain portion of the multicast address space being set aside for receiver-pay groups, but these standards

themselves are nonlocal in that they represent agreements between providers about a billing policy.
15In particular, there is a spectrum of design choices providing di�erent levels of functionality and requiring

more or less additional mechanism; in the following discussion we are not attempting to make a detailed

evaluation of the functionality vs. mechanism tradeo�, but are merely illustrating some possible ways of

achieving the aforementioned goals. There are more minimalist approaches to these problems that require

less additional mechanism, and they should be considered when making design decisions for the Internet, but

for this pedagogical discussion we have presented more straightforward, if more mechanistic, approaches.
16These tables would contain information describing how many usage units (for a capacity �lter) each

packet represents, or a monetary per-packet charge, or whatever other information is needed for the provider
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provider information (as in the current IPv6 proposal [12]) then these tables are especially

simple (see [15] for more information). Moreover, if the provider networks are small enough,

one set fee for all intraprovider packets and another �xed fee for all interprovider packets

might be su�cient.

Multicast packets pose more of a challenge. A multicast address is merely a logical

name, and by itself conveys no geographic or provider information. While multicast routing

identi�es the next hop along the path for packets arriving at an interface, multicast routing

does not identify the rest of the tree. Thus, estimating costs in the multicast case requires an

additional piece of accounting infrastructure. Moreover, the set of receivers { the members

of the multicast group { can change quite rapidly and so the mechanisms for providing the

appropriate accounting information must be designed with care.

One can imagine several di�erent approaches. The simplest would be to merely collect

the location (i.e., subnet numbers) of all receivers (with receivers outside of the provider's

network being recorded as residing at the appropriate exit point of the network). From these

locations one could compute the approximate costs of the appropriate tree.

Another approach would be to compute these costs on-the-y by introducing a new form

of control message { an accounting message { that would be initiated when the receiver

sent its multicast join message (multicast join messages are the control messages sent by a

receiver to join the multicast group; see Appendix A). These accounting messages would

be forwarded along the reverse trees towards each source, recording the \cost" of each link

it traversed and summing costs when branches merged. When these accounting messages

reached a source's access point, the cumulative cost of reaching all receivers from that source

would be available. Each provider would only need to record the cost information local

to their network; that is, the costs would start accumulating when the accounting message

entered the provider's network and would stop when the accounting message exited the

network. No cost information crosses the provider boundaries; instead, this cost information

is only used locally to compute the charges to apply on the edge of the network. This on-the-

y approach makes the charge for multicast depend on the true path rather than the typical

path, which may cause unnecessary variability.17 We should note that there might be groups

(e.g., cable TV channels) where the typical tree might be well enough known in advance so

that such additional mechanisms are not needed; we discuss this briey in Section 4.3.

Note that the additional piece of accounting infrastructure needed to compute these costs

is local to the provider; that is, each provider can use its own algorithm. No standards need

be established, no agreements with other providers need be made. Thus this protocol can

incrementally evolve over time as we understand better the cost structure and tra�c patterns

of future networks. Independent evolvability is one of the biggest advantages of the edge

pricing paradigm; while the total amount of mechanism needed to perform the necessary

accounting may not be less than in other paradigms, the degree of independence of these

accounting mechanisms is substantially higher. The ability for providers to act independently

to upgrade their accounting will lead to rapid development of the required implementations;

proposals that require a single uniform and standardized accounting infrastructure are much

to assess the appropriate charges.
17One could apply such a scheme to a logically overlaid network so the prices would be less dependent on

the details of the path. For instance, the network could be divided up into area codes, with logical link costs

recorded whenever the accounting message left one area code and entered another.
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less likely to ever be implemented.

The above discussion applies to the complete spectrum of usage-constraining pricing

schemes, from usage-based to capacity-based charging. However, much of the above dis-

cussion implicitly applied to best-e�ort service. The basic principles remain the same when

pricing for reserved or assured levels of service, but the mechanistic details are quite di�erent

because of the presence of a set-up protocol like RSVP [46].

4.2 Charging Receivers

The second nonlocal problem we consider is assigning charges to receivers. This involves

addressing the following three issues:

#1: How does a receiver indicate to the network provider that it is willing to take respon-

sibility for the source's tra�c? Here there are several alternatives, and we merely mention a

few to illustrate some of the possibilities. In the best-e�ort multicast case, the join message

might be extended to include a willingness-to-pay �eld. In the case of reservations, either

unicast or multicast, the RSVP reservation message could carry similar information. The

only case that does not already have a preexisting control message that could be used for

this purpose is the unicast best-e�ort case. Here, we may require a new willingness-to-pay

control message to be generated by the receiver, but there may also be other approaches.

In addition, we may want to allow the source to indicate that it is not willing to pay, so

that if the source's access point has not received a noti�cation that the receiver(s) is(are)

willing to pay then the packets are immediately dropped; such an indication that the source

is not willing to pay could be contained in the packet header. Another approach { one that

requires no additional signaling { is to divide the multicast addresses into sender-pays and

receiver-pays categories, so that the assignment option is indicated by the choice of multicast

address. Here the very act of joining the group communicates a willingness-to-pay.

#2 How does the network \bill" the receiver? One general approach here is to apply

pricing when the packets traverse the receiver's access point. Thus, packets are \charged"

according to the receiver's contract with its provider, not according to the sender's contract.

If the capacity is exceeded, then the overlimit behavior (delaying, dropping, etc.) is applied at

this exit point. If the packet traverses several providers, then this reverse charging is applied

whenever a boundary is crossed; the packet is charged to the provider whose network the

packet is entering, not the provider whose network the packet is exiting.

#3 How does the network split the responsibility for the bill among the members of a

multicast group? If there are multiple receivers, the network not only needs to transfer

the charges to the receivers, but also must apportion the cost among them in a reasonable

manner. One way to do this is to assign fractional responsibilities to each of the receivers.

Then, when the packet arrives at each receivers access point, the receiver is \charged" only

the fraction of the normal amount. The variety of policies for assigning these fractions,

as well as mechanisms for computing them, have been addressed in [20]. One could also

use cruder approximations to compute these fractions, basing multicast prices on ad hoc

discounts from the unicast cost.
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4.3 Open Issues

The preceding general discussion merely presented some possible approaches. There are

many other possibilities, and the ones mentioned above should be considered sketchy illus-

trations of the issues involved, rather than serious and complete design proposals. This

initial design discussion leaves several fundamental issues unresolved; we mention a few of

there here.

Our discussion of the need for charging receivers has focused on a narrow binary choice;

either sources pay or receivers pay. One may want to consider a much broader spectrum of

policies in which the costs are shared in a more exible manner. This might be a fractional

splitting (e.g., the source pays 30% and the receiver(s) pay 70%), or perhaps the source pays

for a certain portion of the path (e.g., the source pays for the portion of the path within

its local provider's network) and the receiver(s) pay the rest. We have not addressed the

requirements of such source/receiver cost sharing.

We also have not considered the case where some receivers are willing to pay and others

are not. Aside from the mechanistic questions, there are important unresolved policy ques-

tions about how to handle such a situation. Related to this is the fact that receivers may

want to limit their exposure. The willingness-to-pay �eld may, in addition to indicating that

the receiver is willing to pay, also indicate a cap on how much (in some arbitrary units) cost

the receiver is willing to absorb. Such a cap may be necessary when joining what one expects

to be large multicast groups. For instance, when a receiver in California joins a group for a

virtual rock concert sourced from London with an expected audience of millions, the receiver

may be willing to pay her share of a few dollars (or equivalent capacity units) but would

certainly not be willing to absorb the bill for the entire 50 mbps video feed from London.

However, such limits open up thorny strategic issues as receivers would be tempted to free

ride on other receivers.

There may be other approaches to deal with the startup phase of multicast groups that

will eventually become large. There may be some way that the organizer of the session,

whether it be a rock concert or an IETF broadcast or a cable TV channel, could describe

to the network beforehand an approximation to the likely distribution tree. This would

enable the network to estimate the likely cost shares beforehand and thus greatly reduce the

exposure of the �rst few group members. Other schemes to reduce such exposure have been

discussed in [16].

The accounting mechanisms discussed in [20], which determine the appropriate multicast

cost shares, are implemented on a link-by-link basis. Such methods must be extended to

a more abstract set of logical links so that the cost shares can reect a coarser level of

granularity. Also, as discussed in [20], some cost-sharing approaches depend on the number

of receivers downstream of each link. Such numbers are relatively easy to obtain within a

provider's network (e.g., by extending the multicast join mechanism). To do this accurately

across providers would require each provider to reveal this number to other providers, and

this raises an incentive question, since the cost share increases with the number of receivers

(and so each provider would reveal only the existence of one receiver in their network).

Another issue arises in the case of receiver-pays with capacity-based charging, where the

overlimit behavior is packet dropping. If the incoming tra�c greatly exceeds the available

capacity then the network has transported packets across the network only to consistently
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drop them at the exiting access point. We may need some slow, out-of-band, signaling in

this case to unjoin the receiver from the group. Such signaling is not needed if the overlimit

behavior is an additional per-packet charge.

5 Conclusion

Current discussions about pricing in computer networks are dominated by two main topics.

The �rst topic is the debate between usage-based pricing and at pricing which has embroiled

the network design community and caught the attention of the popular press. Rather than

being radically di�erent, we think these two schemes reside along the single continuum of

usage-constraining pricing policies. As in telephony, both pricing options, along with various

intermediate hybrids, will likely be o�ered to users by their local provider. The detailed

design of such schemes is perhaps best left to the marketing departments of the various

network service providers. Thus, no particular pricing policy should be embedded into

the network architecture. The challenge for the network design community is to provide

a coherent network pricing architecture that allows individual providers to make their own

choices about how to price service. This paper presents one such pricing architecture that

achieves this goal: edge pricing.

The second topic, emphasized in the more academic literature, is the design of marginal

cost pricing schemes that produce the optimally e�cient use of network resources. We have

critiqued this optimality paradigm on three grounds: (1) marginal cost prices may not pro-

duce su�cient revenue to fully recover costs and so are perhaps of limited relevance, (2)

congestion costs are inherently inaccessible to the network and so cannot reliably form the

basis for pricing, and (3) there are other, more structural, goals besides optimality, and

some of these goals are incompatible with the globally uniformity required for optimal pric-

ing schemes. For these reasons, we contend that the research agenda on pricing in computer

network should shift away from the optimality paradigm and focus more on structural and

architectural issues. Such issues include allowing local control of pricing policies, fostering

interconnection, handling multicast appropriately, and allowing receivers to pay for trans-

mission. To illustrate our point, we described how these goals might be accomplished in the

context of the edge pricing paradigm.

Even though many of our detailed comments concern the particular pricing architecture

of edge pricing, our intent in writing this paper is not to advocate that this scheme be adopted

by the Internet; the proposal is extremely preliminary and there may be other schemes with

similar properties. Rather, our intent is to initiate a dialogue about such pricing schemes

and hopefully stimulate the creation of other pricing paradigms that meet our design goals.
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A Internet Architecture and Mechanisms

This appendix describes a few relevant features of the Internet architecture. It is a very

selective and sketchy overview, intended merely to provide a minimal background for reading

this paper. The current Internet architecture is designed for point-to-point (or unicast) best-

e�ort communication. Every packet header contains a source address and a destination

address. Upon receiving a packet, a switch (or, equivalently, a router) consults its routing

table to �nd, based on the packet's destination address, the appropriate outgoing link for

the packet. The network makes no commitments about when, or even if, packets will be

delivered. Sometimes the incoming rate of packets at a switch is greater than the outgoing

rate, and so queues build up in the switch. These queues cause packet delays and, if the

switch runs out of bu�er space, packet discards. The network does not attempt to schedule

use; sources can send packets at any time, and the network switches merely exert their best

e�ort to handle the load.

This simple network architecture has been amazingly successful. However, there are

e�orts currently underway to extend this architecture in two ways. The �rst is to o�er

better support for multipoint-to-multipoint communications through the use of multicast

(see [13] for the seminal paper on the topic). In the current Internet architecture, when a

source sends a packet to multiple receivers, the source must replicate the packet and send one

to each receiver individually. This results in the several copies of the same packet traversing

those links common to the delivery paths (i.e., those links that lie on more than one delivery

path, where the delivery path is the route taken by the packet from source to receiver).

In multicast, the source merely sends the packet once, and the packet is replicated by the

network only when necessary (i.e., the packet is transmitted only once on each link, and then

is replicated at the split points where the delivery paths diverge and one copy is sent along

each outgoing branch). Sources sending to a multicast group use the multicast group address

as the packet's destination address; however, multicast addresses are merely logical names

and do not convey any information about the location of the receivers (unlike a unicast

address). Computers on a network wishing to receive packets sent to a particular multicast

address send a join message to the nearest router. The routing algorithm then distributes

this information to create the appropriate distribution trees (i.e., trees from every source to
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every receiver) so that packets sent to the group reach each receiver. There are variety of

routing algorithms that can accomplish this task, and we do not review them here. Note

that senders are not aware of who is receiving the packets, since the multicast paradigm is

receiver-driven. E�orts to standardize and deploy multicast are well advanced; the vitality

of the current MBone [4] attests to the bene�ts of this technology.

The second extension to the Internet architecture is much more preliminary, and rather

controversial. E�orts are underway to extend the Internet's current service o�erings to

include a wider variety of qualities of service (QoS). The current single class of best-e�ort

service may not be su�cient to adequately support the requirements of some future video and

voice applications (although this is a highly debatable point; see [40]). Moreover, o�ering all

applications the same service is not an e�cient use of bandwidth; providing a wider variety of

qualities of service allows the network's scarce resources to be devoted to those applications

that are most performance-sensitive. There are many ways in which these services could

be extended, some as simple as merely providing several service priority levels and/or drop

priority levels. See also the discussion in [7, 6] for other approaches to such extensions to

best-e�ort service. O�ering multiple qualities of service requires some form of incentives,

such as pricing, to encourage the appropriate use of the service classes; see [5, 9, 8, 39] for a

discussion of these issues.

More radical extensions to the service o�erings are also contemplated. A working group

of the Internet Engineering Task Force is preparing a proposal to o�er several real-time

services; a bounded-delay service, in which the network commits to deliver all packets within

a certain delay, is an example of such a real-time service. These services are fundamentally

di�erent than best-e�ort in that the network is making an explicit and quantitative service

commitment and therefore must reserve the appropriate resources. Such services require

admission control procedures, whereby receivers request service (i.e., issue a reservation

request) and the network then either commits to the requested level of service (if it can

meet the requirements), or denies the reservation request (if the current load level is to high

to meet the requirements of the incoming request). In the proposed resource reservation

protocol RSVP [46], receivers send their request for service to the network, and this request

follows the reverse delivery tree towards all relevant sources (a single source if the application

is unicast, or to all senders to the group if the application is multicast). [1] presents a slightly

out-of-date overview of this proposed architecture.

B Ramsey Prices in a Simple Model

In this appendix we explore the behavior of Ramsey prices in a simple network model. We

consider a facility providing network service charging a price p for every unit of usage and

an attachment cost q; we assume there are no usage-dependent costs associated with the

facility, and for convenience we consider only nonnegative prices. The user population is

a continuum labeled by �, with � 2 [0; 1]. The usage of each user is denoted by x�. We

consider utility functions of the form U� = V� � px� � q, where V� represents the valuation

of usage, and assume users can detach (yielding a utility U� = 0) if prices are too high. The

total welfare is given by W =
R
d� V�, the total usage Y =

R
d� x�, and the total revenue

by R = pY + q
R
d� , where the integrals run over all attached users.
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The functions V� take the form V� = ��x��x2�. Each attached user sets their x� = ���p

2
.

We consider three cases for the ��: (1) a homogeneous case (where all users have the same

V�), (2) a heterogeneous case (where users have di�erent V�) without network externalities,

and (3) a heterogeneous case with network externalities (where one user's valuation depends

on the number of other attached users).

In the homogeneous case we set �� = 1 for all �. The total welfare is W = 1�p2

4
as long

as 0 � p � 1 and 0 � q � (1�p)2

4
(otherwise all users detach and W = 0). Thus, welfare is

maximized when p = 0, q � 1
4
and each x� = 1

2
. Setting p = 0 and q = 1

4
raises maximal

revenue in this case. In this homogeneous case, attachment prices are indeed the optimal

way to raise additional revenue.

We now consider a heterogeneous case where �� = �. For a given p and q, all users with

� > A(p; q) = p + 2
p
q remain attached. The total welfare is given by W = 1

12
(1 � A3) �

p
2

4
(1�A), and the total revenue is given by R = q(1�A)+ p

4
(1�A2)� p

2

2
(1�A). The total

welfare is maximized when p = 0 and q = 0. The curve of Ramsey prices, the points that

maximize W for a �xed R, is given by q = p2 for 0 � p � :2. The point p = :2 and q = :04

maximizes the revenue R. The quadratic nature of the Ramsey curve means that increases

in usage prices dominate (over increases in attachment prices) close to the origin.

We introduce network externalities by allowing the constants �� to depend on the number

of other attached users. Let �� = �(1 � A) where, as above, A is the critical value of �

such that all users with � > A are attached and no users with with � < A are attached.

Then A = 1
2
(1 � (1 � 8

p
q � 4p)0:5). In addition, W = (1 � A)

�
(1�A3)(1�A)

12
� p

2

4

�
and

R = (1 � A)
�
p(1�A2)

4
� p

2

2
+ q

�
. The point p = 0 and q = 0 maximizes W . The point

p = 0:16 and q = 0 maximizes R. The Ramsey prices fall along the line segment between

these two points: q = 0 and 0 � p � 0:16. For this model, increasing revenue is best done

through increasing usage charges only.

The simple model we considered here is extremely unrealistic, and neglects important

aspects of the problem such as congestion. However, it does illustrate the basic point that

when one has a heterogeneous population containing users who derive marginal bene�t from

attachment, then raising the attachment prices alone is not necessarily a Ramsey price.

C Capacity Filters

The ability to express the capacity in terms an arbitrary �lter provides substantial exibility

for accommodating user needs. In this appendix we give a concrete example of a sophisticated

usage �lter. A token bucket �lter is parameterized by a rate r and a bucket size b. Usage

complies with this capacity as long at the cumulative number of units sent in any time

interval of length t (for any such t) is bounded above by rt+ b. This allows bursts of size b,

but bounds the long-term average to be no greater than r. A �lter might be the composition

of three di�erent token buckets, one with b = 0, one with b = 1 (in actual practice, this

value of b will be chosen to be large but �nite, since an in�nite sized b imposes no constraints)

and one with an intermediate value of bi. The values of r associated with the two extremal

bucket sizes control very di�erent aspects of the tra�c: r0 describes the allowable peak rate

and r1 describes the allowable long-term average rate (the actual size of the large but �nite
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b value used in practice determines, along with the associated rate, the time interval over

which this long-term average is applied). The intermediate parameters ri; bi describes some

intermediate allowable burst rate and size. These di�erent �lters should be thought of as

constraining the ow on di�erent time scales: the bigger the b the longer the time scale.

In general, one might describe a �lter as a nonincreasing function b(r); for every r there is

a token bucket with parameters r; b(r) applied to the ow. By adjusting these parameters

appropriately one can provision the capacity for various levels of web-browsing or video

consumption.
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